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Certain frequent long words in the Kogi (Aruakan) 
language of Colombia, South America, were regularly trans­
lated by the first linguists who worked in the area as 
meaning 'and so' or 'afterwards', in spite of the fact 
that the words were highly variable, and complicated in 
structure.
When the author and his wife began working on the 
language, the only additional clue available to them was 
the information, from one of the previous scholars, that 
one syllable in the words marked indicative mood.
Prom this point on intensive scrutiny was made of 
text recorded by the author and transcribed from his tapes 
in order to find recurrent partials which might match com­
parable sequences in the "mystery” words.
Bit by bit some of the components were found to rep­
resent tenses, some to indicate aspect, others auxiliary 
verb stems, and still others pronoun referents. Each word 
was, in fact, a string of verbal modifiers, but since the 
main verb itself is never a part of the string, and since 
several of the constituents lack simple Spanish equiva­
lents, translation of the words was unusually difficult.
VI
It was found, additionally, that some of the words 
occur in independent clauses, while others have struc­
tures appropriate to participial functions in dependent 
clauses. The author has labelled the latter "participial 
auxiliaries," and the others "terminating auxiliaries" 
because they occur at the end of independent clauses.
The final description includes a transformational 
paradigm, a phrase-marker (tree) diagram, and remarks on 
the function of the auxiliaries in discourse.
vii
STRUCTURE OF THE KOGI VERB AUXILIARY AND ITS 
DISTRIBUTION IN DISCOURSE
1. The Mystery Words
When we first started transcribing Kogi1 text we were 
impressed with the frequency of occurrence of certain complex 
and variable long words for which we were unable to elicit 
any translation. Our best bilingual informants at first 
would say only that these words were untranslatable into 
Spanish, and that it was a custom of the Kogi to speak in this 
manner. As our text translation progressed, one Informant, 
after much thought, was able to give us 'and so' and 'after 
that’ as translations of these mysterious words. We were 
not at all satisfied with these translations as these 
problem words had so many different forms.
The works of four linguists who had previously worked
on Kogi were consulted. A priest, who later became Bishop
of Santa Marta, (Celedon, 1886) wrote a grammar of the Kogi
language including a dictionary of 1400 words. He spent
several years among the Kogi and cast the grammar in the
traditional Spanish verb conjugations mold. In this grammar
long words, resembling those In our mystery, were found
after verb stems, but with no break-down of morphemes,
kauwizhain akpei guataukalnakshln 
'Elios abieron* copret£rito 
'They opened*
1
A German linguist, Theodore Preuss (192?)» spent 
several years among the Kogi and published an extensive 
grammar, 200 pages of transcribed text, and a dictionary 
of over 4,000 words. The text was well done and appeared 
very similar to ours. It included the unknown words with 
great frequency. Preuss translated them as sentence 
introducers. Although the unknown words had many forms,
akungueini, gueiniki, gunguakai, nalakai, 
guatsigana, guat&igakai, gungueiniki, guanale, 
gueini, gungueinizini, etc.
they were all translated by the German word, darauf, 
'afterwards *.
Upon discovering that a missionary-linguist named 
Orlin Corwin had worked among the Kogi for long periods 
during a total of 14 years ending in 195^* I went to visit 
him in Eio Hacha, northern Colombia. He and his mission 
very graciously allowed me access to all his unpublished 
language information. Mr. Corwin was very cooperative 
and identified one of the morphemes of the words as ni 
'indicative mood* and made several suggestions as to the 
meanings of some of the other morphemes.
In 1953» the well-known Danish linguist, Nils Holmer, 
spent some time with the Kogi and published a phonemic 
statement and his observations of the verb system in the
He vls ta Coiomblana cie Antropolosla. Having worked only 
about eight weeks on Kogi, he was unable to give a 
morpheme break-down, but made a listing of various combin­
ations with possible translations, He made the notation 
that the verb system of Kogi was quite complicated and 
very different from the Cuna language which he had studied 
extensively in Panama.
From the above sources and our own early elicitation 
we were able to deduce only that these long words were 
probably clause connectives having some relation to the 
verb system. We tentatively elected to call them verb 
auxiliaries. We then attempted to chart recurring partial 
in them using the method proposed by Frank Lister and 
Joseph Grimes (1967), even though at that time we could 
not accurately identify all morphemes. No affix order 
could be assigned to the morphemes either from left to 
right or from right to left. This indicated either that 
there was more than one root or clitic present, or that 
the affix order was not fixed. We discovered that the 
morphemes £u and gua appeared to Indicate past tenses 
when only past tense constructions were compared, but 
we were puzzled by the presence of £u and gua in present 
and future constructions. The problem remained* Find 
the meaning and identify the function of each morpheme 
of the 'verb auxiliaries'.
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The following text will give a rough idea of the effect 
these long words had on us vrhen we first encountered them,
I stayed there gitnguku&lnl I slept there one night and 
awakened in the morning and traveled downhill gungu&lna 
I traveled downhill and in the afternoon came gach&kkal 
to a cave in the mountains, I slept there and awakened in 
the morning, I slept there gukujSlnl traveled downhill 
gungu&lnlM at three o'clock «aoh£kkai I arrived at my house 
gflngu&kkai it happened like this gftngu£kkal I still was not 
ready guku&kkal gfoigu&lnlkl I waited one day, two days, 
another day came gfingu&lnikl I came. There I left (Valencia) 
I left Cecilia with him gfinguiStinlkl gfingu^lniki I came 
nlgflngukft.
The mystery words did not seem to say anything at all,
2, Their Analysis,
Even though our informants were becoming more helpful, 
pure elicitation yielded no further light on the long words, 
The corpus of text was scrutinized for constructions con­
taining parts of the 'auxiliaries' in environments where 
the other morphemes were known. The expression
5iki gu5-di-k£l
thusly ? fut-1
'I am going to do thusly*
was found. The morpheme £Ua/V£U» which also occurred 
in all the auxiliaries, was tentatively identified as 'do* 
This very infrequent construction Involving 5iki 'thusly' 
proved to be invaluable, because usually a verb stem oc '.ur 




Other forms were elicited from the Informant keeping his 
illustrations confined to those which could be substituted 









Third person singular was already known to be null, nl- 
was thought to be realis aspect since it was absent from 
future and interrogative forms.
«Ciki £i-gd thusly Ig-do
‘Did he do thusly?’
6
(The symbol Ig = Interrogative) In all three of these 
expressions £u appeared to have both the meaning 'do' and 





The verb stem position seemed to indicate pa3t tense when 
no other tense marker was given.
A common occurrence in these auxiliaries was apparent 








An investigation into the possible meaning differences 
finally yielded a set of four past tensess
zakui ni-gfi 
hide asp-do (0 )
'He hid.' Immediate past tense.
(The symbol (0) will be used to indicate the immediate past 
tense* which is marked by a null morpheme in that position.) 
zakui ni-gu-5
hide asp-do-very recent past
*He hid.* Very recent past tense.
zakui ni-gu-ngfi
hide asp-do-recent past
*He hid.* Recent past tense.
zakui ni-gua-ku& 
hide asp-do-remote past
*He hid.' Remote past tense.
A comparison of the recent past of the 5ikl 'thusly' 
form for the two cited vrr'o stems gave the following results
aiki ni-z&kui-gu 
thusly asp-hide-recent past
'He hid thusly.' Recent past tense.
£iki ni-gu-ngu 
thusly asp-do-recent past
'He did thusly.' Recent past tense.
We concluded from this that £U functions both as tne 




*1 did hide.' Immediate past tense.
The result of the analysis made it apparent that these 
unknown words functioned sometimes as auxiliaries, sometimes 
as participles.
3• The 3 true ture.
There are two classes. Those which unite one clause 
to another in a dependent relationship will be called 
participial auxiliaries, and those which terminate independ­
ent c.lauses will be called terminating auxiliaries.
The dependent nature of the participial auxiliary first 
became apparent when I tried to use one to terminate an 
utterance. My informant informed me that another clause 
must follow, or I must use a terminating auxiliary.
The two will be described using the following symbols 
and abbreviations!
+ » optional 
+ = obligatory 
< > = closed class morphemes 
Pro si free pronoun 
Per = person marker
3.1 Participial Auxiliary.
A typical participial auxiliary such as
2g d - n g u - k u - d i n i  - k i stem tense Per Cn Emph
do recent I afterwards in particular 
past
Cn = connective 
Emph ~ emphatic 
Asp = realis aspect 
0 = null
consists of the tense and person marker for the verb stem 
which precedes it, and a connective which makes the 
preceding clause dependent on the following clause. Up to 
three verb stems have been recorded preceding the 
participial auxiliary as long as the person and tense do 
not change,
The formula is as follows»
+ ̂ NAS) + ^HA-) + ̂ GU y  + <^-Gu) +-*ku + <^-AINl) +/-ZNAKKAI
Pro Per Stem Tense Per Cn Emph
9
The meanings of the closed class morphemes and the 
members of each class are given below, together with the 




































'recent past and root 
'do' in the sense of 
doing work*





'and after that* 
'and so'
'and*
^-ZNAKKAI^ C-znakkai = 'therefore (emphatic)' -ki = 'emphatic'
Following are the restrictions of occurrence of these 
morphemess
-ak occurs with -achlg and -akkai with -acha.
-ki. -ku. and -aini cannot co-occur with -acha.
With -acha the free pronoun nas is used instead of the 
1st person affix -ku.
-znakkal and -ki do not co-occur with -akkai.
The 3rd person plural occurs as a prefix to the 
previous verb root instead of to the auxiliary.
a-n&k ni-gSthey-come asp-dld(immediate past)
'They just came.’
3.2 Terminating Auxiliary.
Terminating auxiliary formulas are as follows*
3*2a Present and Past.
+ + ^MA-^ + -t ± -ku + -5





'with + realls aspect* 
= ’doubt’ 
'interrogative*
2nd person singular 
3rd person singular 
1st person plural 








C-gu s= 'past*■kua « 'remote past'
-ku '1st person singular'
-& 'very recent past (same day)'
The forms nadit 'stative' and nadau 'to be’ have the alternate 
contracted forms nz?a and n£au.
3«2b Future and Conditional.
± <HA-> + + <("DI>) t t
Per Stem Tense Action Asp-stative
Aspect
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C-di = 'future'-ta = 'conditional'
C*dai -nai = 'completed action*-tai « 'continuing action'
3.2c Remote Bast.
The remote past has a special formula with different 
person markers as follows!
+ ni- + gua + pDA^ + -kua 

























3.2d Special Case of Adverbial Verb Phrase.
When alki 'thusly' precedes the terminating auxiliary 
any verb stem may occur in place of the stem jru. This is 




< AIKlp Caiki 'thusly* A small class itai 'seated' of adverbs such as;
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d. Transformational Paradigm.
To demonstrate how the variants of the participial 
auxiliary are used, a transformational paradigm will be 
given. The procedure followed was that outlined by David 
Thomas (196*Ja,b) and John Banker (196*4-). Briefly stated, 
the procedure was as followsi
1. The participial auxiliary patterns were found in 
text material transcribed from taped stories.
2. Using two verbs in sequence the various patterns 
were checked with an informant. Additional combinations of 
the same two verbs were elicited from the Informant.
3. The optional parts were separated out from the 
obligatory or nuclear parts.
This method builds on clause roots, and states relation­
ships in terms of battery displays.
*4-, 1 Compound Verb Paradigm.
The following set of constructions illustrates eight ways 
in which two simple clauses may be combined in Kogl. These 
are minimal examples of contrastive, but related structural 
types, The linear order of items in the sentences is fixed: 
Two intransitive clauses, one dependent and one independent, 
form the base from which the paradigm proceeds.
Dependent Clause Independent Clause
n£k gu^iniki y£tai nigdf
come having sit did (he)Verb Base^ Ptcl Aux Verb Base2 Term Aux
'Having come, he sat down.’
The root formula for the two clauses then isi
VBp A.ux3 ,
In which
VB » Verb Base Cn « Connective
Aux =s Auxiliary verb stem Asp » Aspect I - Emphasis
In the formulas closed-class morphemes are written as
pronounced. Those found in this paradigm arei
nuka. *now able
-kua '1st person plural 
(future type)
- m  'stem formative




-chip; 'present contln.ua- 
tive*Q0 'immediate past* gu 'recent past* kua 'remote past* tau 'present* ta 'conditional' 
di 'future*
Aux^ = Participial Auxiliary Stem, (p. 9)»
Aux? = Terminating Auxiliary Stem, {pp. 10,11),
Cn-| = Participial Auxiliary Connective and Emphatic, Cpp. 9 
Cn., = Terminating Auxiliary Aspect, (pp. 10-12).
Peripheral elements such as location, manner, and 
time are not treated in this paper. Such peripheral 
elements could be added to either of the two clauses.






V3j» Auxx Cnx* VBg* r.uka, Cn2* Aux2 ^ “dau^
Immediate Past
VBi, Auxi (-0), Cnlf VB2, Cn2, Aux2 0}
Remote Past
VBx* Au*i , Cnx» VB2* Cn2 , Auxg ^-kua^
ruture
’ B;x♦ Auxx , Cr.2. Vbp , Aux2 < -d^) * -ka# Cn2» Aux?
d.lfc SIMULTANEOUS




n&k gu-5ini-ki yStai n&ka
come did(he)-and-! sit now








'He came and after that he sat down.*
Remote Past
n£k g5~ngu-&lni-ki y&tai
come di d(he)-and-J sit






















VB]_, Auxi <-0 >. Cnx» VB2, Cn2, Aux2 < - * >
TEMPORAL II
VB^, Aux^» -chig, Cn^, Cn2, VB2 -kua
CONDITIONAL
Past
VB^, -nal, Aux]_ -£lnki, VB2, Aux2 <^-ta^ , -dal, Cn2, Aux2 
Future
VBlt Aux^* -link!, VB2, Aux2 ^-ta^ , -dal, Cn2, Aux2 
DOUBT
VB-[» f C1# 1 On^f A.tiXp <-di)
SEQUENTIAL 
Vbi, VB2, C £» Aux2
ij-.lc  TEMPORAL I
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nUk gu-Skkai y&tai ni-gS 
come did(he)-and so sit asp-did(he)
'When he came he sat down.'
4.Id TEMPORAL II
n&k gu-achig-ak ni-yatai-ku& 
come does(he)-and asp-sit-let's do
'When he comes let's sit down.'
if.le CONDITIONAL 
Past
n&k-nal gua-£fnki y&tai gua- ta-diSi na-d5 come-asp does(he)-if sit do-pres-comp asp-stative
'If he would have come, he would have sat down.'
Future
nak gua-sink! y£tai gua-ta-dli na-dil
come does(he)-if sit do(he)-pres-comp asp-stative
'If he comes, he will sit down.*
4.If DOUBT
n&k gua-di-aini-ki y£tal skan-gua-di 
come do-fhe)-will-then-! sit doubt (he }-do-wlll
'Who knows if he will come and sit down,'
^.lg SEQUENTIAL (One clause, Participial Auxiliary not used)
nlik y5tai ni-giS 
come sit asp-did(he)
'He came and sat down.'
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k.Z Multiplication of the Basic Paradigm.
Other constructions can be built from each sentence 
of the compound verb paradigm by the addition of optional 
f o r m s I n s t e a d  of including these in the paradigms and thus 
increasing greatly the sentence variations, it would seem 
better to consider them as multiplications of the basic 
paradigm. Those which occur affixed to the auxiliaries were 
considered in the previous section on the structure of the 
auxiliary. Those which occur affixed to verb bases or in a 
verb phrase will be more completely described in a future 
paper. This includes such features as negation and kind of 
action, which are optional.
5.0 Distribution in Discourse.^
To understand the function of the auxiliaries it is 
necessary to see their distribution patterns within the 
framework of a paragraph or discourse. The scope of their 
function is frequently greater than can be understood 
within units smaller than a paragraph.
5.1 Function in Minimal Discourse.
An utterance of only one clause must conclude with a 
terminating auxiliary.
yd ta l ni-gii-ngu-ku 
sit asp-did-recent-I
past





5*2 Function in Minimal Discourse involving Two Clauses*
In ftogi discourse the speaker normally relates each 
clause to the one immediately following it by temporal or 
logical sequence. This relationship is marked by participial 
auxiliaries between the clauses. The last clause in the 
discourse concludes with a terminating auxiliary."
The simplest possible example involving both types of 
auxiliaries consists of two verb bases connected by a 
participial auxiliary and ending with a terminating auxiliary.
n£k gd-ngu-ku-£inl-kl y£tal ni-gd-ngu-lnl
come did-recent-I-and then sit asp-did-recent-I
past past
'I came and after that I sat down,*
5.3 Function in Expanded Discourse,
Other clauses may be added to the above either before 
or after. In either case they would all be connected by 
participial auxiliaries, and the terminating auxiliary would 
occur after the last verb stem, as in the following example. 
The new additions are within brackets,
j_ kdba gd-ngu-ku~^ini~ki 3 ndk gd-ngti-ku-dini-ki 
sleep did-recent-I-and then come did-recent-I-and then
past past
y d ta l
sit
21
[ gil-ngu-ku-£iniki nd£i J ni-gd-ngu-kd 
did-recent-I-and then went asp-did-recent-I 
past past
'I slept,, and after that I came, and after that I sat
down, and after that I went, (recent past)*
Notice that the auxiliaries in the dependent clauses 
have the suffix -ainiki while those in the independent 
clauses have the prefix nl-. It is protable that the ni- 
of the independent clause and the ni in -ainiki are the 
same morpheme (realis aspect); however they have a different 
function in the two clauses. The ni °f the independent 
clause is expressing the realis aspect of the action verb 
of its clause, but the ni of-ainiki is not. This is shown 
by the fact that in the independent clause, any question, 
future tense, condition, or doubt requires the ni- to drop 
out. However in the dependent clause this does not happen.
ndk gua-di-ku-£ini-ki y£tai gua-di-ktt na-d£
come do-will-I-truly-and sit do-will-I asp-stative
then
*1 will come and truly after that I will sit down, it is true.'
The ai cannot occur alone, and the ni of -ainiki appears 
to add a realis thought after the future tense action, as 
does the nad£.
5.3a The following Phrase Marker Illustrates the minimal 











1 \ N  \  X . \  i‘ I-aini ~r£U -ngu -ku ■ki yatal ni- £u
AV T P
I \ngu -ku
’I came and afterwards I sat down.* (recent past)
in which
D = discourse 
DC = dependent clause 
IC = independent clause 
VP = verb phrase 
VBP = verb base phrase 
AP = auxiliary verb phrase 
CP = conjunctive phrase 
VB = verb base
OP = optional intensity, negation, kind of action 
AV = auxiliary verb base 
T = tense (recent past)
P = person (1st person singular)
C'l = conjunctive base (afterwards)
C 2 = terminating conjunctive and indicative mood
E = emphatic
All stems are underlined and all affixes are hyphenated.
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5*3b Observations Concerning Phrase Marker.
As indicated in the phrase marker, tense and person are 
affixed to the auxiliary verb stem forming a phrase which is 
phonologically and positionally separated from the verb base. 
The verb base phrase can be expanded by adding affixes for 
intensity, negation ana. kind of action to the verb base stem. 
Up to three such phrases can occur in one clause, provided 
the person and tense remain the same.
5*^ Function in Narrative Discourse.
Now we will take another look at the text on page 
Note the distribution of the participles which are under­
lined .
. . . £ina gd-ngu-ku-^Clnl £lga tu^riatsai 
there did-recent-I-and- there night
past after that
. I stayed there and after that I slept there one
kab£si milnatsai miinsakain zdbl
sleep awaken morning go down
night and awakened in the morning and traveled downhill
gii-ngu-^lna z£bijl n£si niilmad^ nik
do-recent-and go down going afternoon comepast then
I traveled downhill and then in the afternoon came
24
ga-cha-£kkai gaik£ jakat^
do (recent-and so mountain cave
past)
directly afterwards to a cave in the mountain.
d l k£ba imlnatsai milnsakkai d l kdba.
there sleep awaken morning there sleep
I slept there and awakened in the morning. I slept
gu-ku-^ini zdbl gtl-ngu-^inig 
do-I-and after go down did-recent-and after 
that past that
there and after that I went down. And after that
nitfwi ku-aiki nai 
sun 3 o'clock
ga-cha-£kkai n£ju £gat£na
dT'd'-receht-and so my house arrived 
past)
at 3 o'clock I arrived at my house.
al-nRU-^kkai j£ishigu n£dai
did-recent-and so this happened it was
past
















And so after that I waited
dchuin mdchain nidwi nddai
one day two days sun it was
one day, two days, another day came.
gd-nga-dinl-kl nddk di mdja Cecilia
did-recent-and after-I come there left proper name
past that
And after that I came. There I left (Valencia)
akabdja gd-nga-dlnl-Itl ^-ngu-dlnl-kl°
left her with him did-recent-and after-! did-recent-and after-!
past that past that




I came (this is what) I did.
Notice that the text contains only one terminating 
auxiliary. This is the best Kogl style. The person, tense 
and action refers to the prevailing mood of the entire text. 
Frequent translations of terminating auxiliaries ares 
This is what they say; this is what they did; 
this is what I will do; this is what I am thinking.
6.0 Conclusions
6.1 Conclusions Pertinent to Further Description of 
Kogi Grammar.
With Kogi grammar properly oriented on the discourse 
level, the further description of the other features of the 
language can proceed. It is proposed to describe the 
various clauses using transformational paradigms and 
writing tagmemic. formulas for the normal or most usual order 
of items as determined from text.
6.2 Conclusions Pertinent to Translating from another 
Language into Kogi.
After understanding something of the role that discourse 
patterns play in Kogi communication, it would seem wise to 
do any translation into Kogi by first finding out the 
arrangements of obligatory verb bases.and auxiliaries.
This can be done by having the informant retell in his own 
words the story to be translated and noting the obligatory 
verb items. Once these are in place the story can be gone 
over item by item for the details.
6.3 General Conclusions
In section 5 of this paper we examined a minimum Kogi 
discourse, considering obligatory items only. The results 
closely parallel what Grimes (1968b) calls "The main tree 
or thread of discourse, typically dominated, by a predicate 
of temporal sequence, logical sequence or occasionally of
2?
unordered summation.' Grimes of course was speaking of a 
semantic relationship which in Kogi is formalized. This 
thread of discourse forms a very useful trunk on which other 
;’.tem.s of Kogi grammar can be developed as branches. By 
examining the obligatory parts of the discourse first a 
psrson concentrates on its basic structure. This is the 
opposite of starting with expanded phrase structure and 
Seeking to cope simultaneously with both kernel sentences 
ar. i their expansions.
6. {• Conclusions Relative to a Universal Theory of Grammar.
Since languages such as Kogi and Siona? have formal 
markers that can only be adequately described on the discourse 
le'rel, it would appear that the sentence is inadequate as 
the largest unit for a universal grammar.
There are other problems involved in using the sentence 
as the major unit in language description even for English.
Cl-omsky has outlined a proof that English is not a finite 
s-ate language. This proof is valid only for the formal 
structural component of the sentence, but this is limited 
ty the semantic component. That is, if we accept Verburg's
Otxicmabic definition of language as a clarifying act , there 
will be a point at which recursiveness and embedding will 
cease to be clarifying and will limit the length of the 
sentence, No teacher or employer will accept papers 
containing sentences that are too long. That is because 
sentences which are too long are less clear tnan shorter
ones. Though there is thus no theoretical limit to the 
length of an English sentence, there certainly is such a 
limit semantically.
On the discourse level, however, there is no such 
semantic limit since constructions can he used which will 
not require the listener to remember all the way back to 
the first sentence of the discourse to understand the sentence 
presently being spoken.
The discourse should be used as a major frame of 
reference of a universal grammar so as to include languages 
such as Kogi and Siona which cannot be adequately described 
on a lower level. English would then be considered a 
special case where the formal connections between sentences 
are less explicit, but it would not, however, be a finite state 
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k£iga nitfwa ndk-di-ka-£kkai t£i
now summer come-will-it-and so farm





ju£insha t£i n£uwa ju^insha
clear farm little clear








do-will-I-and so-! cut down




did-and after that little





one week it takes-recent-and so
past




do-do-will-and so do-do-will-and so





It will be done and after about ten days when it is all cut down
achig-£kkal ptfda kdka gurfn-gua-di-£kkai
do-and so burn catch do-do-will-and so
and so it will catch and turn and so
y£uka gu£-dl-•ku-£inl-ki gu£-di­'ku-^lni-zn-dkkal
burn do- will-I-and-* do-will.-1-and after-!-and soafter that that
I will burn it and I will do this and so
zziga-kuai za ab£n gu£-di~£kkai
planting-plural no more lack do-will-and so
no more planting needs to be done • And so
afbi jfta minta fnzhl muntzfcorn beans plantain yuca malanga
corn, beans, plantains, yuca and malanga
s£di nfaka gu£-di-ku~4inig m^da-kuai na-dl-akkai
total plant do-will-I-and weeding-plural come-will-and
after that so
I will plant all classes and weedlngs will come and so
rndnada gu£-di-£kkai s£dl m£da
sprout do-will-and so total weeding
stfdi
total
it will sprout and so it is all weeded. It is

















mildi nak-u£ksahunger to me-not happen
me,
m£di nak-u£ksa
hunger to me-not happen
hunger will not befall Hunger will not befall me
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gua-df-ka ĵ fngui na ^fig-acha-df-ku-ai
do-will-it think also thus-do-will-I-thus
It -will be done. I also think I will do thusly
n£-daig-at£i akji^ina gua-di-£kkai d l akb^ingua
to me-think-ing sprout do-will-and so there cut
I am thinking that it will sprout and so there I will cut
sadi-nga aiki-gua-di-ku-ai na-d£ig-at£i
all-eat thus-do-will-I-it tome-think-lng
and eat it all thus I am thinking
gua-df-nig g^daininaig k£gika ji£i jiaga
do-will-and next year this also
and this coming year also
n£uwa mdl iz-b£ingua ju^insa gua-di-ku-ainig
a little section for myself-cut down clear do-will-I-andaaTfcer
that
I will cut down for myself and clear a little section anda/f$er
that
m£ingua pdna. m^ingui s£di nak-s^di
cut down begin cutting down all to me-a11
begin to cut down, cutting down until I am finished
gua-df-nig pilda kdkan gua-di-^kkai iy£uka
do-will-and burn catch do-will-and so burn
and then it will catch fire and so
d z l gua-cha-^kkai nidwia jdnchi gat-s£di
at times do-recent-and so summer good all
past
at times it burnt and so if a totally good summer
nau-ga-za skan-gua-di nas jan-gu-ku-aiki
if-have-no doubt-do-will I think-did-I-thus









a good summer comes then my
puda gua-di-dkkai jfaka £ibi acha-4kkai
burn do-will-and so all classes corn do-and so
clearings will burn and so several classes of corn can be (had)
bu£i-chi kadil z£~nuka m^ingua mant£ kad^
cow-'s pasture only-no more clear plantains field
and also pasture for a cow, but no more,I will not clear
na-da-za-di-ka 
to me-come-not do-will-it
a field of plantains.
kadd k.ad£ naika-di~ka
grass pasture do-will-it
I am going to make nothing
nuka m^ingua gua-di-ku-aini-kl ai-gatsai
no more clear do-will-I-and so-! it-seems
more than a pasture I will clear for this and so it seems
£ibi nfaika na-di-ku-ai ai-z£na g4-kukla
corn plant to me-will-I-this this-no more eat-gatherfor
I will plant this corn for me. This no more will I harvest
ai-guainu-kua-di-ku-ai na-d£i-sl it<fl
there-like this-do-will-I-it to me-thlnk-ing seated
there. I am seated thinking thusly.
mits£k ad£in g£kuai ndtk-adaika-df-ka 
when more food for me-have-will-it na-daig-ata1 to me-think-lng
When will I have more food for me? I am thinking
diki £cha nug-^tkkai ad^i-santhus do this-and so more-begin to











to me-think-ing so-it is
I will do this I am thinking it is so.





This house also is already failing for me
na-dadg-aksa na-d£uma-ja nas-kad-gua-nit-nal
for me-is not my-brother-in-law-sub. I-make-do-remote past
It is failing for me. My brother-in-law made it for me
n&i jfaga du^iba n^k-ad^i-? i
past this also old for me-have-lng
a long time ago. This old one is also starting to
zigd£nka-p£n 
fall in-starting
gu£d-na ku£ abfsa 
becayse if-that do new
fall in on me, because of that I will
i z-gatfwa-di-ku-ai n£-dai gufnaka k£di
for me-make-will-I-it I-think for this wood
make myself a new one I think For this all the wood
s£di agatsamaka gauwa gu-ku-^ini-nak
all ready make did-I-andafter-came
thatI made ready and after that came
k£da us£ba-p£na






and started to bring down the thatch.
kad£ sadf us5bi aiz-t£baki
thatch all bring down one-side(from above)




gu-afni-nak jiak gua-kf-nailk-aga nau-g£dna
did-and after-came put do-not-is-still is-for this 
that
all made and after that came. If that was not done this
other (work) could not be done.
aijiafn jiak s4di k£da roat̂ n
that put all thatch above
I will put all that thatch up
s£di iSfa k£da s£di-ngadwa gu£-di-ku-afni-ki
all put thatch all-make do-will-I-and after-!
that
I will put it all (up) I will complete all the thatch and after
j£kauk£ jii s£di £kpa afni k£sa-diside forms what all put there foot-of
that side forms, that's what, I will put all the side forms
up to there at the
mjfgi s£di 
top vines all
foot of all the
fchai gui£-di -ku-aini -ki
put do-will-I-and after-!




s£di-ng£uwa jtJgak̂ tin £ka-dfa
all make door place-will
I will make all the mud walls and place the door
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aikf-ngua-di-ku-£i na-daf-si n£ka k^ta
thusly-do-will-I-it I-think-ing thusly cochroach
I am thinking thusly
jfaga s£maga nazi-kilk£-ngu£k s^-ngaga
also many I-catch-do bad-very
I have also many cochroaches that are very bad
n£dz-kua-ngu£d-na afn&i-gau gua-di-ku-afni-ki
to me-do-because of-this this-make do-will-I-and after-I
that
to me and because of this I will make this (house) and after
af-nak gu5-di-ku-£i na-daf-Si gua-p^na-nugai
there-came do-will-I-it I-think-ing do-start to-past
that I will come there I think for these reasons I started
£i-jiak madafn gua-kf nau-g^d-na nu^fn-ai-ki
that-also delay do-not is-because-of tomorrow-this-!
that
this that also I did not do quickly and so tomorrow
s£di safkua gu£-di-ku-£i na-dafx^i it£i
all finish do-will-I-thusly I-think-ing seated
I will finish all this thusly I am seated here thinking this
ai safkua gua-di-ku-afni-ki £i-gaba kadapfchi
this finish do-will-I-and after-! that-much sugar press
that
I will finish and after that, yes, I am going to start
izga-kariwa p£na kadapfchi ai z£na gu£
for me-make start to sugar press this nothing do
more
to make me a sugar press, this nothing more I am going to do.
mafyudi-ki s£di i^-kadwa maib^k agats^makwood roller-! all for me-make yesterday ready
The wood rollers were all made for me yesterday
sddi lXi-t4lngua 
all for as-cut
ntika-ngu£d-na digaba aljlil 
this**because of-this there this
all ready cut for me and so it is going to be hung
adla aijidi andnka mdigua maig-diuf
hang this about three three-days









to do and so The roller will be put in place
itai masfta-kuai adla afzua
down side-plural hang one
the sides hung in two days
mile hu in 
two days
gu-ach-dkkai adjusts! afzua 
do-do-and so put in place one
imichuin 
two days
and so pift in place each one takes two days
gu-ach-dkkai adjusts! abdak
do-do-and so put in place body sddi-ngudall-do
and so the body will be put in place. All this is
nafka-di-ni-kf digaba makdf-na sddi-ngduwa 
go-will-asp-I this wood-piece all-do
going to be done and so this wood piece will be all made
sfpu sddi-ngduwa ai itai gu-ach-dkkai mataf-gua-dl 
brace all make this seated do-do-and so revolve-do-will
the brace all made this placed and so will it revolve
i V*> »
rnataig al^n gua-di~£kkai w£n jal-nki
revolve not do-will-and so good this-!
or will it not revolve and so good this I am
acha-df-ku-ai na-daf^i n£ka
do-wl11-1-thusly 1-think-lng this
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n&ng atsafga sm^igua main atsafga na j£ba
few months I had three months no more I had my mother
When I was no more than three months old my mother died
nafzi ^uf 2a gu-gu-alni-ki na s£ka wafzu
on me died do'-past-and after-! my grandmother old
tense that
and after that my old grandmother
madi£ 5ka£iika madi£ Aka&Aka al na kufak^
maria named maria named this me raised
named Maria, Maria she was caller’, brought me up,
ain sumf al z^jlnga r\& ki jafnki rA gatsalthis teat this ate almost like this I had
and nursed me and after that when I was about this
gu-ngu-afni-ki na j£tai nafzl-pana gu-ngu-afni-ki 
do-past-and after-! my father to me-started do-past-and-!







It makes-and so another time
no more than one year my old mother
jiiJk na j£ba waflfu nafzl
makes my mother old to me












after that took me to Santa Rosa and after that therefore
afka nau-wa-dai gu-ngu-afni-ki afkagd ltaf
there me-they-took do-past-and after-! there being
that
they took me to another place and after that I was there
nafya datiksi gu-afni-ki pudu viafju-ka afka
was being do-and after-! Pueblo Viejo-there there
that
a long time and after that there at Pueblo Viejo where
zkdi £kun zdnn nugafn d l ndka kdgi 
civilized John John where is there only year
a civilized man named John John lives they lived there
afzua dlka. nau-wa-kua gu-ngu-afni jiak
one there me-they-do do-past-and after what
tense that
only one year and after that where did they bring me?
na-wa-d£k gu-ngu-afni padumfnu afnki
me-they-brought do-past-and after Palomino there
tense that
and after that I came to Palomino where
na-d£uma judi^n nugafn d i na jdtba
my-brother- Julian where is there my motherin-law
my brother-in-law Julian is there, because my old
wafzu a-k&gl r.ad-gu-4tkkai £i ddak
old to hla-motner- ooae-do-and so there brought
In-law
mother was his mother-in-law and so there she brought
gu-ngru-afnl-zndkkal £lga nau-wa-kuad-gu-afnl-kl
do-past-and after-therefore there me-they-do-past-and after-I 
tense that tens * that
me and after that, therefore there they lived with me and after
k£gl m£uzua &.1 maf ndkaga naizatlkSa
year two there no more no more left me living
that two years they left me living only there '
gu-n g.u-a f ni -k 1 ntfu-d&k uduaf^l n4u-wa-dd
do-past-and after-! me brought Don Diego me-they-brought
tense that
and after that she brought me to Don Diego they brought me
gu-afni-kl gu-ngu-afni-zn£kkai n& u-di-Sl
do-they-brought do-past-and after-therefore me-bring-ing
tense that
and after that therefore I was brought to
san andrafzl n^-wa-zdbl gu-ngu-afnlg
San Andrea me-they-brought down do-past-and after that
tense
San Andres They brought me down and after that
afnlga afnlga kdgi afzua zafg-achfg-£kkai
over there over there year one happen-do-and so
over mere for one year and so entered the place
bainftu di’afbak nugafn-ka jddu gu-afnik
Benito old whare-lives enter do-and after that
where old Benito lives and after that I lived with him
kO
afka g£ba kdgl matizua a-gapa-kua-di
there especially year two hlm-with-do-wlll
there to learn one year and
gu-ngu-afni-kl addsia akazdka imlnsfl
do-past-and after-!! Alice named woman
tense that
after that I married a woman named Alice
afjiaf guka gu-ngu-afni-zndkkai Jdi
she caught do-past-and after-therefore here
tense that
and after that therefore I lived there with her
na-gapa 
with-her
na dskui barrankfa naf nu-gai
I only Barranquilla 1-comp,actio
I went to Barranquilla alone
santa marta zabf nu-gai afnl-£fni
Santa Marta go down X-compl.
action
there-return
1 went down to Santa Marta I returned
nd-du-gai dbl-kdda kdsa iS-gdu mudtdkucome-l-comp,
action
one-peso earned for me-made two pesos
from there I earned one peso I earned two pesos
kdsa i£-gdu nak al-chfn-J1 pudlidta
earned for me-made came this-do-im money
I came and did this 1 had not seen
tua-kfn-adi gaikddi kdda gdkasbal n4'6ada
see-not-had high mountain pasture look for medicinal
plants
I went to the high mountain pasture to look formoney
gdkasbai usdbi
look for bring down
medicinal plants I went to look for them I brought them
bar rank fa nd-baisa gu-ngu-afni-kl
Barranqullla for me-sold do-past-and afterthat-!
tense
down I sold them in Barranquilla and after that
addna afzua il-gajdbi dda gu-ach-dkkai 
blanket one for me-bought brought do-do-and so
1 bought a blanket I brought it and so
ntf&L nddl Jlakdiyaga nak-adada-ki nd&l
poor was because for me-is-not have
I was poor because I did not have anything
gu-ngu-afni-ki slmdnachauk di jddu Jidda
do-past-and after-! Simon there enter cane
tense that
and after that I entered Simon’s house there was a cane
& Vkdda nad-gu-dkkai ai-chi ndsi
field was-do-and so this-do worker




gu-ngu-afni-zndkkal afka Jidda zamddi ndusl
do-past-and after-therefore cane grinding being 
tense that there
and after that therefore I was grinding cane each day
Jidda zamddi gu-ach-dkkai panafza dbi-kuda
cane grinding do-do-and so brown sugar one-peso
blocks
grinding cane and so one peso's worth of brown sugar blocks
kz
mafyadzai nad-guafn ukjtldanai nadguafnvalue was 20 brown sugar wasblocks
was twenty brown sugar blocks
jitlda zamttdi nauKi mtlnzi adtlsia na-gapa
cane grinding being woman Alice with-her
I was grining cane each day with my wife Alice
jitlda zamtldi nausinga anttnka afzua b£ka
cane grinding being more or less one cow
grinding cane much time more or less I bought
i§-gaj£bi gu-ngu-ku-afni-ki d l nabafsan
for me-bought do-past-I-and after-I this sold
tense that 
a cow and after that I sold it
acha-tau gu-ngu-afni-ki gu-ngu-af ni - znttkkai
do-is do-past-and after-! do-past-and after-therefore
tense that tense that
and after that therefore
k£gi afzua mdi simuna naugafn i?£uyear one no more Simon where he is I lived
I lived no more than one year at Simon's farm
gu-ngu-af ni-ki simtlnachi /jitlda k£da
do-past-and after-! Simon's cane field
tense that
and after that Simon sold his cane field
nabais^n
sold
gu-ngu-£kkal gu-ngu-afni-kl nds td i , i£-g£uwa
do-past-and so do-past-and after-! I farm for me-made
tense tense that
and so after that I made a farm for myself
m&nta andka mdsbisa idldka gu-ngu-afni-kl 
plantains about 2 quanities plant do-past-and after-!
tense that
1 planted about two quantities of plantains and after that
gu-ngu-afnl-zndkkai sfnsi tukudni afnl
do-past-and after-therefore rat valley of peak there 
tense that
therefore I made a farm there by the valley of rat peak
t&l fS-gauwa afni it& l ndusinga saindka 
farm for me-made there lived being cariporo
there I lived It was
aka£augafn kamawadi-zimua
it was called Kamoqual-side of
di Jidda kdda
there cane field
called Cariporo by the side of Kamoqual there I bought
ai mal i£-gajdbi bainftu ak-Jdbl slnkuafnta
there no more for me-bought Benito from him-bought fifty
a cane field I bought it from Benito
pafsus azddi ndba-ndg-isd 
pesos value down-to me-put
He sold it for fifty pesos
gu-ngu-dkkai ak-Jdbl 
do-past-and so from hlm- 
tense bought
gu-afni-zndkkal dinl-nga ltdi ndu-gu-ngu-afni-ki 
do-and after-therefore there-in was is-do-past-and after- 
that particular tense that
and so I bought it from him and after that therefore I was
gu-ach-dkkai ddai jfba dcha-dd
do-do-and so more work do~ing
there living and after that I was doing more work
gu-afni-zndkkai ndigi sdda-kl gu-aingado-and after-therefore for me suffer-not do-that that




"̂The Kogi tribe, numbering around 3,000, lives on the 
slopes of the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta, a coastal 
range of northern Colombia, South America. They are also 
known as Kagaba and Cagaba. They are usually considered 
to be members of the Chibchan linguistic family, A forth­
coming publication, Toward Proto-Amerindian by Esther 
Matteson et al, Mouton and Co, the Hague, lists the follow­
ing percentage of cognates with respect to Kogi*-
A) Chibcha (Mosea, Muisa) 35$
B) 'Tunebo 38 %
C) Motilon (Rio de Oro-
Catatumbo Region) 28%





These percentages were arrived at by comparison of
a standard vocabulary list.
Robert Shafer believes the languages of the Sierra
Nevada de Santa Marta to be a distinct family. "Aruakan
(not Arawakan)”, Anthropological Linguistics, 4*4, pp. 31-
40, 1962 
2The structure of aini can be further broken into its parts 
of ai 'there' and ni 'realis aspect.' However the compound 
aini has the meaning 'and after that' rather than the sum
of the parts.
45
3This is the method outlined by Banker (1964 p.36),
4The emotion of the speaker is expressed by suprasegmental 
features added to the entire discourse. Pleading, sarcasm, 
humor, excitement and fear are expressed by the speaker*s 
choice of interval, length, nasalization, breath force, 
register change, volume, pitch and velocity.
•̂ This type of Kogi text differs from an English text 
consisting of a series of clauses or sentences joined by 
conjunctions like ’and then' or 'and so'. In Kogi this is 
the best style, and there is no limit to the number of 
clauses that can be joined in this way. In English it 
becomes poor style to connect three or more clauses in 
this way. The fact that Kogi requires the personal pronoun, 
tense and auxiliary verb to be given at this conjunction 
point helps explain this difference. See also the conclusions 
in section 6 of this paper.
6When two participles occur together they form a hesitation 
point where the speaker thinks over what he is going to 
say next. English uses ah, ah, ah, between sentences in 
much the same way.
7Alva Wheeler states in "Grammatical Structure in Siona Discourse" 
Lingua, 19: 1, 1967, p. 61, "In this paper I shall describe:
(1) how a set of enclitics, which occur with nominal 
elements of a sentence to mark their relationship to the 
predicate, depend for their selection on the degree 
of focus attributed to them as elements in the discourse 
structure; (2) how the occurrence of various mood and 
tense suffixes is determined by the viewpoint of the speaker; 
and (3) how certain arrangements of morphemes in clause 
structure function primarily as signals of the role relation­
ship of various discourse elements to each other within the 
total discourse structure."
8P. A. Verburg, Seminar on Foundations of Language given 
July 18, 1968 at the Summer Institute of Linguistics, 
University of North Dakota.
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